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How does QFS consider the variability in gold prices?

The price of gold does fluctuate, so at a specific snapshot in time, the price of gold

will be frozen for the backing of all currencies./1

It is important that all currencies are on par value with all other currencies regardless of the country of origin; be it Dong,

Dinar, USD(T), Yuan, Peso, etc. (This is accomplished with the Global Currency Reset)/2

This is to be done by each country, releasing either new currency or adjusting old so that it can be equated to another; Yuan

to Dong, USD to Germany Marc, Dinar to Peso, etc./3

Once this freezing takes place, each Kilo of bullion will be assigned a set of currency increments that it will back. The

snapshot in time will effectively “freeze in” the value of all currencies as long as the QFS is in place./4

If the price of gold goes up or down, it will not affect the frozen value of one currency against one another, because the

value of all currencies will all go up or down together. Keep in mind that this is the only legally valid currency in the entire

world./5

The only game in town. The fluctuation of gold prices can come and go as the commodity market for the price of gold

dictates but the market price for gold will not affect the value of each currency./6

The underlying effect is that inflation or deflation is eliminated and the market price of gold, as a “commodity” instead of

backing a country’s currency, will fluctuate within the factors of supply and demand, just like any other commodity./7

The bottom line is that the value of every currency as compared to another currency will always be the same and will not

fluctuate but will rather become stabilized. This is so important for international commerce./8

This way of gold-backing currency eliminates the concept of the Gold Standard which is a step in the right direction but will

yield to the far superior and the more secure way involved with Gold-backing currency in the QFS./9
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The thousands of years of hoarding gold as intrinsic value for exchange will simply go away and become a commodity that

is used for consumption for things like jewelry, or gold plating, etc./10

With a new gold-backed “real money” system that cannot be manipulated, we will have a stabilized financial system that

works for all of mankind internationally./11

Be really careful if you hold gold as a hedge against inflation because without the element of “gold as money,” the demand

for gold will go down and the market price for gold will once again be a factor of supply and demand./12

A very large group of gold investors will find, over time, that the high price of gold will be very hard to sustain as the price of

gold continually erodes and their nest egg decreases in value./13

They will see that the commodity needs to be sold so that their funds can be put to work in other more productive areas of

the economy. Without hoarding and holding gold as a hedge against inflation, a major, major factor in the PRICE of GOLD

will have been eliminated./14

The artificial demand for gold as money, will drop and so will the market price. This is the net result of the QFS and the way

that currencies will be gold-backed in the QFS./15

Gold will revert back to being a commodity, and not used as money as long as God holds the QFS in place. It is conceivable

that the price of gold will go down to where it covers the cost of mining and distribution with a little profit built in.16/16
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